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 This arts-based research project explores the connection between our deaths and 
what happens to our personal belongings. I researched body disposition methods and 
intertwined those concepts with objects found in unlikely places like auctions and the 
side of the highway into my art practice. Utilizing the a/r/tography methodology, I 
focused on the spaces between and embracing the rhizomatic connections that appeared 
through what ultimately was a very personal journey. I collected a variety of data using 
taphonomy as a metaphor for our personal belongings and as a conceptual framework. 
Methods of data collection including mind maps, informal surveys, visual journals, 
auction observations, art making and reflection, and most importantly the extensive 
cataloging of my personal belongings. The research revealed what was already there.. It 
revealed that I have a strong point of view and aesthetic sensibility as an artist. However, 














Mom, thanks for always understanding and encouraging my weird interests.  
Dad, thanks for all the bones.  
Aunt Karen, thanks for the memories, and the bowl. 
Rigby, your life was short but it changed mine. 
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What exactly happens when we die? What happens to our bodies? What happens 
to our stuff? Who makes those decisions? Biologically, what occurs after death? These, 
among others, are the questions rolling around in my head. I am determined to learn as 
much as I can about human death and the options we have for body disposition. After the 
body is gone, where does our stuff go? Does anyone care? The purpose of this research 
isn’t to come to an abrupt conclusion. Instead I am going on a journey of knowledge 
acquisition that will further inform my artwork and likely lead to more questions to be 
explored. What are the lasting effects of our physical bodies on the environment? What 
are the lasting effects of our personal belongings and what burden do they leave on our 
loved ones who are left behind after our death? As a researcher I used methods of 
personal reflection that allowed me to follow threads and rhizomes wherever they lead 
me. Thus, my findings were deeply personal with many different facets. 
Taphonomy as Metaphor 
This is an arts-based research project in which I am using taphonomy as a 
metaphor to examine human death and the trail of our belongings. “Taphonomy is the 
journey through which the biological becomes geological” (Marris, para. 1, 2017). I am 
using the taphonomy metaphor as a theoretical guide for my research. There are five 
stages: disarticulation, dispersal, accumulation, fossilization, and mechanical alteration 




and no longer are the bones held together by flesh and tendons. As the pieces of the 
corpse are separated and scattered around by natural events like floods and scavengers 
the dispersal stage occurs. Accumulation occurs as those pieces build up in one location 
due to those events and scavengers. As mineral rich water fills the empty spaces between 
the organic pieces a fossil will form over time. Lastly, mechanical alteration is when the 
remains are put through a process like being buried, burned, or compacted.  
Our personal effects also go through the stages of taphonomy. Disarticulation 
represents the breakdown of the family as people die and the familial connections are lost 
and heirlooms are lost, sold, or given away. Dispersal is the point in which these objects 
get scattered around via garage sales, auctions, and more recently selling through social 
media. Accumulation is when a large amount of these items end up in one location. For 
example, when a mother gives her daughter all of her fine china. Rarely, do our personal 
effects become fossils but they do become artifacts. Mechanical alteration most often 
happens to our stuff when the last person in possession of it decides it no longer holds 
value and it ends up in the landfill.  
For me using taphonomy as a guiding framework is helpful because it ties 
together my interest in science and the social context of personal effects. Although it 
wasn’t my original intent, I feel that my piece Death Stitched illustrates the concept of 



























Dusty, Forgotten, Old 
For as long as I can remember, I have been intrigued by old things that have long 
been forgotten. Imagine an abnormally tall nine year old girl, with coke bottle glasses, an 
awkward haircut, and an equally awkward personality perusing antique malls and 




auctions. That’s me in the mid-1990s. My aunt Karen and my aunt Donna were both fully 
immersed in the antique business and were part owners of Antiques & Artisans in 
Julesburg, Colorado. Despite not having much money to spend, if there was a local 
auction I was there soaking in the sights and sounds of all things dusty, forgotten, and 
old. It was an uncharacteristic hobby of a ‘tween, but I was entranced by the entire vibe 
of the auction and antique world. The Sedgwick County Fairground was the hot spot for 
auctions as it was a large space that would allow for hundreds of items to fill it. Tables 
were lined up from one side to the other, covered in every kind of antique you can 
imagine: some valuable, some not so valuable. The value of the items often times was 
determined by the auctioneer and the collectors, other times the item’s value was 
determined by the previous owner. Then, there were the items that I deemed valuable and 
likely for vastly different reasons. For the auctioneer and the collectors the value was 
purely monetary. The previous owner’s value was likely sentimental. The value I 
assigned to the items was often based off of the aesthetics or the potential stories they 
could tell, fictional or factual. 
Chairs were lined up facing the main ring of the auction where you could find the 
center of action. For me, the environment was exhilarating. The fast pace of the auction 
system excited and pulled me in. But, more than that, it was all of the curious items you 
could find and potentially buy.  
The Vase 
I have vivid memories of the first item I personally bought at an auction. This 
particular auction was taking place on the property of a recently deceased women. I saw 




I needed it. As a painfully shy kid I was, of course, too afraid to do my own bidding and 
thus my mom did the bidding for me. She questioned my taste based on my interest in 
this tacky vase but I was determined to own it. I don’t recall the final price of the vase, 
but based on my income as a nine year old I can’t imagine it was much. The Jetsons, the 
cartoon, was my source of inspiration for my design sensibilities even at that age. Mid-
century modern design hadn’t seen a resurgence in popularity at the time, so I doubt 
anyone else wanted the vase anyway.  
Mysterious Macabre Bracelet 
Often times it wasn’t the items that I took home that were so interesting to me. 
Many of the stories that have stayed with me the longest are of those objects that I never 
actually owned. Spending so much time in the antique store, I was exposed to every kind 
of object. The objects that were close to my heart always held a story and a mystery. 
Aunt Donna was known to be the jewelry guru of the local antique scene. I once found a 
tarnished silver charm bracelet in the jewelry case of her corner booth. On each silver 
charm was a name and a date. I have found that a common thread through much of my 
collections are the use of identification. Names, dates, locations, and so on appear often 
in my objects as well as my artwork. This was likely the first example of that affinity. 
From the bracelet and names a story developed in my mind. This was a mother’s bracelet 
and the names and birthdates were that of her children. As a melancholic kid with a taste 
for the macabre, I assumed the mother must have died an untimely tragic death. Alas, I 
have no evidence of any of this but nevertheless enjoyed the mystery and stories created 





Memory Loss to Memory Gain 
 My aunt Karen (see Fig. 2) was diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer's when I 
was a sophomore in high school. She was raising her two granddaughters and her own  
 
son was about to graduate high school. Her illness and the manner in which her husband 
dealt with her illness caused much strain in the family. There was a familial divide that 
prevented us from seeing her during the progression of her illness. When I saw the last 
photo of her before her death I was haunted by the image of the woman I once knew. The 
woman who could no longer access her memory is the same woman who left me with so 









My Cabinet of Curiosities 
To this day I am a frequent bidder at auctions. Many of my purchases now are 
made with a specific artistic purpose in mind. Science Program journals, fabric, trinkets, 
boxes, dental artifacts, skeleton models, and old photos are among the plethora of 






















as well. Much of my artistic process is the act of acquiring objects either from auctions, 
garage sales, and thrift stores.  
The Two Dollar and Fifty Cent Star 
Existential crises frequently invade my psyche. Even at a very young age I 
experienced existential dread and as a result my mind would wander to thoughts of outer 
space and universal unknowns. Life, death, and outer space are intrinsically connected for 
me. A framed star registry certificate is among one of my favorite possessions (see Fig. 













Aesthetically, I like its vintage vibe. Emotionally, I like the unknown story of the 
person who “purchased” the star as well as the person who received it. I only paid $2.50 
for this item. Two dollars and fifty cents for a star seems like such a bargain! But, who 




would donate a thoughtful gift like that to a thrift store? Was this not worth anything to 
that person? In essence, this item contains all of the things I am interested in: a vintage 
vibe, stories, celestial beings, identification, and it represents an existential crisis that is 
always within me. Celestial and outer space are common themes woven into my work 























When We Die 
Personal items and the concept of death have always gone hand-in-hand for me. 
The things we leave behind when we die, as well as the memories and stories we leave 
behind, inspire my artwork in many ways. For the last year I have been delving deeper 
into the science of death. I want to know what happens to a body when it’s buried, when 
it’s cremated, or when it’s buried in a mushroom infinity suit. I want to know it all. 
Additionally, I want to follow the path of what happens to the objects we accumulate 
throughout our lives and how these objects can affect our ecological systems. Who makes 
these decisions? Is it the living or is it the dead?  
306 Hollywood- Archaeological Excavation  
In the depths of my initial research I discovered the movie, Hollywood 306. 
Brother and sister, Elan and Jonathan Bogarin, embark on an archaeological excavation 
of their recently deceased grandmother and capture the journey through filmmaking. I 
connected to the movie’s concept, execution, and aesthetic vision. They are travelling 
through time via their grandmother’s belongings much like I do when I go through my 
things thinking about the story behind them. They see the value in the stories that our 
belongings hold. As they worked through their grandmothers things, and there were a lot 
of things thanks to her packrat tendencies, they arranged them into different catalog 
types. A portrait catalog is one that encompasses one specific person and tells a story of 
their life through a thoughtful arrangement of their things. They spoke about how some 
catalogs were easier to create than others and not all had a profound meaning. An 




that didn’t seem to have a significant meaning aside from the obvious utilitarian use of 













Typography and Handwriting 
Through the excavation the brother and sister team found 100 years worth of 
typography as well as many items with their grandmother’s personal handwriting on it, 
like checks, and letters. Vintage typography is something I have always had an affinity 
for. I am often motivated to buy items at auction solely because of the typography. I’ve 























In addition to my interest in typography I have always had a keen eye for one’s 
handwriting style and was constantly revamping mine. In eighth grade I found a book 
about architectural drawing in the industrial arts room. There was an entire chapter 
dedicated to the art of architectural handwriting. I spent months practicing it in an attempt 
to master it. My handwriting style today is still very reminiscent of what I “mastered” 
back in eighth grade. Because of my self-inflicted training I have continued to write in all 
capital letters, which has proven to be confusing for young students particularly when I 
write on the white board. A recent garage sale was giving away books for free if you took 




at least three books. Naturally, I walked away with a box full. In the box was a little 
manual called “Know Yourself Through Your Handwriting” published in 1978 by The 
Reader’s Digest Association. 
Like a candid photograph snapped in an unguarded moment, your handwriting 
can say more about you than you may think. No matter how you are taught to 
write at school, your handwriting will eventually take on your own personal style 
and become a unique guide to your character. (“Handwriting,” p. 5, 1978) 
Graphology is an analysis of one’s handwriting and by breaking down the individual 
characteristics you can reveal things about the writer’s personality. I find this fascinating. 
A/r/tography 
This is an art-based research project that uses a/r/tography as a theoretic 
framework.  It explores all of the aforementioned themes and utilizes those findings to 
inform my artwork in a way that is both thought-provoking and is of aesthetic interest. 
“A/r/tography is about living in the borderlands, the spaces between and amidst artists, 
researchers, and teachers” (Irwin & Cosson, 2004 p. 30).  Through researching, 
observations, and art-making I hope to make sense of my new findings and use art as a 
vehicle to share them. Much of my work uses found objects with a story attached to the 
item. The stories are at times fictional, at times created by me, and at times the story 
comes from how I acquired the object. During this time I have also started to move away 
from only using new art material and media in my work. Instead, I focus on using found 
objects, recycled, and repurposed items. I am interested in using materials that are 100% 





An early example of this art is my piece 3V’s (see Fig. 8) is created with vintage  
velvet, vintage embossed vinyl, and a Final Destination VHS tape I found on the side of 















 As I work to research and explore the topic of death, decay, and the life-cycle of 
our possessions I hope to combine these themes in my artwork in new and meaningful 
ways. A large part of my research comes from the observations of my own object 
acquisition and collection, as well as that of what I find at auctions, estate sales, garage 
sales, and thrift stores. I take note of how these objects are connected to the death of the 
owner. Additionally, I am taking a close look at society’s relationship to human death. 





Definition of Terms 
Body farms or human decomposition research centers- A research facility where 
human decomposition is studied in various settings, as a way of objectifying timing and 
circumstances of death from human remains. (https://medical-
dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/body+farm) 
Death-Positive- Death-Positive is a movement that encourages people to not shy away 
from death but instead speak opening about death, dying, and corpses. Caitlin Doughty is 
at the forefront of this movement. (www.orderofthegooddeath.com) 
Decompose- to separate or resolve into constituent parts or elements; disintegrate: 
(www.dictionary.com) 
Embalm- to treat (a dead body) so as to preserve it, as with chemicals, drugs, or balsams. 
(www.dictionary.com) 
Eye caps- These round spiked spheres are called “eye caps”.  They are placed under the 
eyelids and essentially grab the eyelids and hold them in place, keeping the eyes closed. 
(https://www.calebwilde.com/2014/07/ten-things-we-use-when-embalming/) 
Fear of death- anxiety and fear of eventual death. Not being prepared for what is to 
come of family members. (http://www.orderofthegooddeath.com/resources/fear-of-death) 
Found objects- A found object is a natural or man-made object, or fragment of an object, 
that is found (or sometimes bought) by an artist and kept because of some intrinsic 




Natural burial- an alternative burial method that does not try to inhibit the natural 
decomposition of the body (http://www.orderofthegooddeath.com/resources/natural-
burial#1) 














Post-Death, Where Does The Body Go? 
A recent conversation with my ten year old niece, Madison, went something like 
this, “Sarah, when I die I want my body to be made into a gemstone for someone to wear 
as a necklace.” “Well I hope I die before you, Madison, because that would make me 
really sad to wear you as a necklace.” “Well I would wear you as a necklace, I think that 
would be really cool!” This conversation sparked so many personal thoughts. First and 
foremost I was shocked by the ease in which Madison was able to talk about her own 
death. I suspect that in her ten-year-old mind, death was a far off concept and thus not 
scary to think about. Not yet anyway. I was equally surprised, however, that she had been 
thinking about the dead gem necklace of her own volition. Is it common for ten-year-olds 
to think about that kind of thing, such an abstract thing like death? As a 34-year-old at the 
time, I had yet to think about my own death and what I might like done with my body. 
This set me on a mission to find out as much as I could about the science of death and 
body disposition options. I am not concerned about what happens to one’s spirit, or 
notions of an after-life as these concepts are merely based in theory and impossible to 
prove. You can’t deny the facts of science and what decomposition and decay does to a 
human body. Nor, can we avoid death. Death is the only certainty in life. It will happen to 





My research began by digging (metaphorically, not graves) into death. For a few 
years I have been collecting animal and fish bones found in the woods or at the nearby 
lake and making Xerox copies of those bones. The Xerox machine is my version of a lo-




Fig. 9, xerox 









I hadn’t given much thought about the process a living being goes through to be 
reduced to only bone, until my interest was piqued on the topic. Now, when I find or 
acquire these bones, which are often used in my artwork, they are a symbol of process: 
the process of death, decay, and decomposition. In some ways, I began my research at the 
end by focusing first on the process of decomposition of human bodies which comes long 
after the funeral or the burial: 
In time a corpse dries out and only the bones remain although many factors affect 
the length of time the process takes. Left outside in warm or hot weather, an  
adult corpse typically becomes a skeleton in two to four weeks. Burying an adult  
corpse without a coffin buried six feet deep will usually take five to ten years to  
turn into a skeleton. (Corpses, Coffins, & Crypts, 1997, p. 46)  
Thus, decomposition comes in a variety of different shapes, sizes, and smells.  
It doesn’t take long for the decomposition process to begin. Autolysis, or self-
digestion begins to just minutes after death.  “From the time a cadaver cools to ambient 
temperature and until it becomes a skeleton, soft tissue decomposes by aerobic and 
anaerobic bacterial action” (Hayman, 2016, p. 92). Before the breakdown of tissue begins 
the stiffness of death, also referred to as rigor mortis, sets in. “After death, the cells are 
depleted of their energy source, and the protein filaments become locked in place. This 
causes the muscles to become rigid, and locks the points” (Costandi, 2015, para. 10). 
There are a variety of conditions which affect the decomposition processes including 
temperature, moisture, and whether or not the body is buried. The deeper the burial the 
slower the decomposition. The speed is also dependent on the moisture of the soil. 




Decomposition of a corpse in a hot and dry climate is much quicker than it would be in a 
cold climate and especially faster than the decomposition of a corpse buried in soil 
(Hayman, 2016). 
 Although I have a deep interest in the topic, I have little firsthand experience with 
death. My family is small and my grandparents had either passed away before my birth or 
died when I was too young to remember their passing. However, the day before 
Thanksgiving this year I found my beloved cat, Eleanor Rigby, dead in the street. After 
scooping her from the street I took her to my backyard and cried uncontrollably. When 
the time came to put her in a makeshift cardboard box coffin, I immediately realized rigor 
mortis had already set in. This was the hypothetical nail in the coffin as it fully confirmed 
her passing. I knew that by this time the following day the decomposition process would 
have already begun. She was gone. Once I arrived at my parent’s property to bury her I 















I didn’t want to prolong the decomposition process by putting her in something that 
would be difficult to break down into organic matter. Wrapping her precious little body 
loosely in cotton would ensure that she would be returned to the earth quickly.  
Human Decomposition Research 
Out behind the University of Tennessee Medical Center is a lovely, forested grove 
with squirrels leaping in the branches of hickory trees and birds calling and  
patches of green grass where people lie on their backs in the sun, or sometimes  
the shade, depending on where the researchers put them. (Roach, 2003, p. 61)  
This passage sounds like an advertisement for a swanky spa but the people at this spa, are 
dead bodies, donated to science and research. Body farms, or human decomposition 
research centers, explore how different environments affect decomposition. The first and 
most well-known body farm was created by anthropologist Dr. William Bass in 1987 at 
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, Tennessee. Interested in studying the 
decomposition of a human corpse from the time of death to the time of decay, Dr. Bass 
and the body farm take in cadavers that have been donated to science. Cadavers are then 
placed in a variety of different outdoor environments so researchers can study the 
different stages and effects the environment has on the body. Dr. Bass’ career in forensic 
anthropology and osteology lead him on a curious path of investigating crime scenes and 
death cases.  
The body farm model was born from a need to better establish time of death in 
forensic cases after Dr. Bass misdated a civil war veteran’s death by 112 years. In 1977 
he was the acting Tennessee state forensic anthropologist and received a call from the 




grave robbing. Beneath the recently disturbed earth, they found what seemed to be a 
murder victim. The murder victim was missing one obvious thing, the head. The 
remaining body was elegantly dressed in a tuxedo. “Although it was pretty ripe, the 
corpse was still largely intact and its flesh was still pink” (Bass & Jefferson, 2003, p. 61). 
It was general consensus that this victim had only been dead for a few months. But why 
would he be buried in a Civil War grave? The coroner thought what a better place for 
hiding a body than a grave. “It was simply a macabre twist on the old trick of hiding 
something in plain sight” (p. 61). The sheriff and the coroner realized they needed an 
expert to aid in the excavation of the remains.  That’s when Dr. Bass was brought on the 
scene.  
‘HEADLESS BODY FOUND AT FRANKLIN,’ read one newspaper headline on 
the first of January. The story, sent out over the Associated Press wire service, 
told how the body was found sitting atop the coffin of Civil War veteran, Colonel 
Shy. It also described the ‘tuxedo-type shirt, vest, and coat’ and quoted my 
estimate of time since death: ‘It appears the man has been dead two months to a 
year.’ I said, ‘and a year may be a little too much.’ I gave another reporter a 
narrower range, two to six months. (p. 67) 
Unbeknownst to Dr. Bass, he was off by 112 years. The coroner and sheriff opted 
to explore deeper into the grave where they discovered the missing pieces and delivered 
the skull and mandible to Dr. Bass. Upon inspection it was clear the victim’s cause of the 
death of a gunshot to the head shattering the skull into seventeen pieces. It wasn’t the 
body itself that cracked the case of the mysterious corpse but instead it was the corpse’s 




through fibers in the clothing and found that there was no synthetic fibers. The clothing 
was comprised of only natural fibers like cotton and silk which was indicative of the time 
period in which the clothing was manufactured. I connected to this piece of the story by a 
thread, literally, as I use stitching and fabric in much of my work. I try and use only 
vintage fabric, or natural fabrics like cotton or silk much like the suit of the corpse. The 
misidentification also connects to my interest in identifying factors like names, dates, and 
locations.  
Dr. Bass began to admit to himself and others that he was wrong about the date of 
death. Shy’s body had been embalmed and buried in a cast iron casket. The combination 
of the body preservation via embalming and the nearly airtight casket, the body had 
experienced significantly less decomposition than you would expect for a corpse of that 
age. “Colonel Shy--ably assisted by a few newspaper reporters and my own big mouth--
had revealed both the depths of my own ignorance and the huge gap in forensic 
knowledge. Personally, I was embarrassed; scientifically, I was intrigued; above all, I was 
determined to do something about it” (Bass & Jefferson, 2006, p. 61). Thus, the body 
farm was born.  
Body farms set out to research the different speeds and manners in which the 
decomposition process happens. Through this research, forensic anthropologists can more 
accurately determine the manner and time of death to help solve mysterious death cases.   
Embalming- Why do we Try to Postpone the Inevitable? 
 
 Decomposition is not black and white but gray and gooey. In life there is only 
one certainty, that eventually, we will all die. Decomposition is the messy part of life, or 




to the ancient Babylonians, Sumerians, and Greeks who used early methods of 
embalming. They would coat a corpse in oils, spices, perfumed unguents, or salves. At 
times bodies were pickled in vinegar (Colman, 1997). Although embalming is an old 
practice, the methods have evolved over time into what we are accustomed to today. The 
most common embalming method is arterial embalming which requires that the bodies’ 
blood be drained out and replaced by injecting three to four gallons of a chemical which 
is mostly formaldehyde and methyl alcohol. The ugly truth of embalming is all of the 
bizarre procedures the embalmer goes through to make the body look natural to those 
viewing it afterwards. First, they disinfect the corpse, then secure the eyes with eye-caps, 










plastic to prevent bodily liquids from leaking out (Colman, 1997). Embalming was 
developed originally to preserve corpses during transport but over time it has become a 
common myth that it must be done in order to prevent the spread of disease and that by 
law you must embalm the dead. I suspect that neither of these are true but are promoted 




by the funeral industry in order to take control out of the hands of the deceased’s family 
to make their businesses more profitable. 
As humans we have tried for centuries to slow the decomposition process through 
a variety of means. But, decomposition is a crucial part of life and the carbon cycle. So 
why as humans are we so set on trying to control this process? Increasingly, as 
technologies advance, the more control we try to assert. Antiquated technologies are 
more my speed as is letting nature take its course. I believe it is important to preserve 
memories but do not believe we should try and preserve human bodies in any way.  
Through the data collection process, I explored the relationship between the decay 
of our bodies in connection with the decay of our memories and personal effects. As an 
artist, a significant part of my creative process is the act of collecting. Both collecting 
physical objects and collecting observations and sentiments. By examining the life-cycle 
of objects and using some of those objects in my art I have given the object due-diligence 
and a second life of sorts. The research of death and decay also plays a large role in 
motivating me to create artworks that address the topics of burial practices. 
Alternative Body Disposition Options 
We, as a society, are accustomed to a certain approach to death. Regardless of 
where a person dies (at home, in a hospital, etc.), eventually a coroner will come and 
scoop the body up and take it to the morgue and tag the body. A toe tag is filled out with 
their basic demographic information and dates. This process of identification removes 
any of the personal attributes of the corpse. No longer is the body “beloved friend” or 




 I ordered a set of 25 toe tags from Amazon (I wonder where the morgue orders 
theirs?) that I have used in several pieces of art. Most notably in my piece, Death 
Identification (see Fig. 12). The toe tags and other paper ephemera are stitched together 
using a sewing technique created by happenstance and a machine malfunction. The 
thread in this piece is reminiscent of stitches you might see used to close a wound. There 




is a magazine cut out of a bird collaged onto the piece. The bird in the image has an 
identification tag on its ankle which is consistent with specimen collections in museums 
and educational institutions. Aside from the toe tags all of the material used in this 
artwork is repurposed including the medical journal pages, the images of teeth, and the 
ledger paper. As a whole, the piece is about post-death identification. In the case that a 
corpse cannot be identified through other means, dental records are often used to assist in 
this process. I found that I could buy trays of resin teeth from www.overstock.com and 






















Once the coroner has completed their tasks the chosen funeral home will take 
over. They will perform a series of procedures to make the body look “natural” and ready 
for casket burial, or in some cases the body will swiftly be cremated. The bodies prepared 
for open casket burial will see extra attention to create the illusion of a peaceful death 
regardless of the true nature of their death. Once the funeral home has done its work, 
family and friends will gather in a church or the funeral home to view the body and say 
their goodbyes in a variety of ways. What this process lacks is any personal control or 
connection to the process of preparing the body. Generally, we avoid having contact with 
the dead, even our own family, leaving it all up to the funeral director. Why is this? What 
happens the instant one’s heart stops beating that tells us as a society that we are 
supposed to completely let go of our relationship to that person’s physical being. We 
have been in close contact with these people for years yet once they die we want their 
body to be as far away from us as possible.  
There are alternatives to the traditional burial and funeral practices we are so 
familiar with. These alternatives approach it from a more personal level and allow for 
more time to truly say goodbye to our loved ones. Additionally, there are more than two 
body disposition options. Cremation and traditional casket burial aren’t our only options 
and it is important that we are educated about these alternatives. Many body disposition 




As an undergraduate BFA student at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, I 
created a series of photos at the Wyuka Cemetery. The cemetery is historical and full of 
charm. From that series I have continued to be inspired by the Father/Mother photo. 
Aesthetically speaking, the photo is underwhelming, but conceptually I am drawn to it 
(see Fig. 14). I don’t recall if there was another headstone further identifying this father  
and mother but the lack of that information is the photo is intriguing. Father and mother 
are forever in a box buried six feet under and for what purpose? 
Infinity Burial Suit a.k.a. Mushroom Death Suit 
 I first learned about the Infinity Burial Suit also known as the Mushroom Death 
suit via a TED Talk that went viral after being shared across social media. Initially, I 
thought it was a clickbait, joke of an article but upon reading it realized it was in fact real. 
Jae Rhim Lee and Mike Ma are the co-Founders of the suit and of the company Coeio. 
“The suit is embroidered with thread infused with mushroom spores that grow from the 




body after burial. These mushrooms digest the body as it decomposed and neutralizes 
many of the environmental contaminants found in the body” (Banerji, 2016, para. 2). In 
essence, the mushrooms will eat your body once it has been buried, speeding up the 
decomposition process. Conceptually, Lee and Ma hope that the suit will help to 
reconnect our bodies with the earth. The suit comes in three sizes, small, medium, and 
large. They are currently selling for $1,500 with free shipping that should deliver your 
suit within 2-3 weeks unless you need expedited shipping in which case you need to 
contact them directly, according to their website. The suit design itself has evolved over 
time to its current iteration. It is modern and minimal in design and reminds me of some 
sort of performance art costume (see Fig. 15). The current design seems to have 
significantly less spores sewn into it that the original design shown in the TED Talk (see 








Daniel, designed the newest version of the suit. I was unable to confirm where the fabric 
for the suit originates and if it stays within his design model of reusing materials in an 
attempt to create no waste.  
Fig. 15, Infinity Mushroom Suit. Fig. 16, Infinity Mushroom Suit as seen on creator, Jae 




 In recent news it was reported that actor Luke Perry was buried in the Mushroom 
Death Suit. Luke Perry died at age 52 on March 4th after suffering a massive stroke. His 
daughter, Sophie Perry, announced through an Instagram post that her dad, who was 
somewhat of an environmentalist, had requested he be buried in the Mushroom Death 
Suit. “My dad discovered it, and was more excited by this than I have ever seen him. He 
was buried in this suit, one of his final wishes. They are truly a beautiful thing for this 
beautiful planet, and I want to share it with all of you" (Kaur, 2019, para. 6).  
 There has been speculation surrounding the validity and performance of the 
Mushroom Death Suit. Coeio’s website and social media channels seem to have gone 
stagnant sometime between 2016 and 2017. Although you can still order burial suits, 
shrouds, and pet burial bags, their press information hasn’t been updated since 2016. 
Melissa Unfred, a mortician and embalmer that goes by the moniker mod_mortician on 
Instagram was the first to blow their cover. In a post dated May 25, 2019, mod_mortician 
explained how she had been asked to help in the development of the product by using it 
in a burial and measuring the results using a camera and other equipment. When the tests 
didn’t garner the results the founders had hoped for, they packed up their equipment and 
more or less disappeared.  
 In concept, the Infinity Mushroom Suit also known as the Mushroom Death Suit, 
was a breakthrough. In reality, there is question about the suits ability to break down a 
human body. Nevertheless, I believe the amount of press it has received has at least 
opened up the conversation about alternative burial and funeral practices. Even if the suit 
doesn’t break your body down like it claims, it would be a pretty stylish way to be buried 




to casket burial. Additionally, it allowed Luke Perry to have control over his body even 
post death. Being cloaked in a fabric suit or shroud is beautiful in its simplicity and its 
biodegradable nature.  
Human Composting 
 Katrina Spade, founder and CEO of Recompose has done the seemingly 
unthinkable. “Recompose, a public benefit corporation based in Seattle, is pleased to 
announce that natural organic reduction – the contained, accelerated conversion of human 
remains into soil - has been legalized for the disposition of human remains in Washington 
State” (Recompose, 2019, para. 3). In other words, they have legalized the composting of 
human remains. Farmers have been using this process for decades to dispose of dead 
livestock in what they call livestock mortality composting as a way to recycle animal 
back to the land (Golden, 2019). Spade became interested in the idea while in graduate 
school and initially started a nonprofit called the Urban Death Project which eventually 
morph into what is not called Recompose (Golden, 2019).  
The vision for the future facility doesn’t just include space to compost the human 
remains. Spade’s hope is that the space will have character and natural light. “And then 
we would implement our recomposition system in the building itself, so families can 
come and have a memorial service, spend time together, and also start their loved one’s 
body on this journey of transformation from human to soil” (Golden, para. 9, 2019). The 
space allows for the composting process to occur in a pod-like structure that shares the 
space with a garden and sitting area. Recompose is currently seeking investors and 




The science behind the human composting process is attractive to those who want 
to have a limited effect on the environment and are keen on the idea of becoming part of 
the earth again. But, I think the real strength in the Recompose model is that it allows for 
family members to be involved in the process of laying the dead in the pods and for them 
to spend time in the space. Aesthetically, I am drawn to the design and think that there is 
value in making the process more appealing to the masses (see Fig. 17).  In contrast to  
Coeio and their Infinity Burial Suit, Recompose has done their due diligence and proven 
the validity and success of the human composting process. 
 
Cadaver Research- Donating your Body to Science 
 In the 1960’s when medical technology began to advance and as funeral practices 
were beginning to be questioned, there became a new alternative to burial. “Willing one’s 
body to science began to be seen as another acceptable and, in this case, altruistic 
alternative to burial” (Roach, 2003, p. 57). Prior to the act of donating one’s body to 
science and research, body snatching and grave robbing was a means of obtaining a 





human cadaver. Body snatchers were in it for the money and the anatomists were in it for 
the science (Roach, 2003). Donated cadavers today have been used for everything from 
decomposition rate research to auto collision research. Donating your body for science is 
not the same as donating your organs for transplant into another body. There isn’t a check 
box on your driver’s license to donate your body to science. Instead, it takes a lot of 
planning and communication with your family. Later, I will discuss my own experience 
with making plans to donate my body to science.  
 By reviewing literature about alternative body disposition options I was better 
equipped to explore that topic further as it pertains to my personal body disposition 
choice. Additionally, by combining my knowledge of body disposition processes with the 
data I collected in the next chapter, I was able to make connections between death and the 
objects we all obtain over our life time. In essence, ownership equals life. Once our life 








METHODS AND PROCEDURES  
Objectives 
The goal of my arts-based research is to explore the decay process in which both 
our bodies and our belongings endure after our passing. How do I want my body disposed 
of? When does the perceived value of my belongings begin to decay? It has been my 
experience when conversing about death that most people have not thought about their 
final wishes. They have no plans for what they would like to be done with their bodies, 
let alone their personal belongings. It is my belief that we, as a society, need to 
acknowledge that there are alternatives to traditional casket burial and that our bodies 
will experience a different decomposition process based on the chosen burial or 
cremation process. I am interested in opening the conversation about death, burial, 
funerary practices, and what we have collected over our lifetime. How are our decisions 
in life and death impacting others? Through a variety of data collected, I will be able to 
apply my findings to my art practice. 
A/r/tography- What Was Once Hidden 
This research study utilized a/r/tography as a method and organizational 
framework. “A/r/tography is about each of us living a life of deep meaning through 
perceptual practices that reveal what was once hidden, create what has never been 
known, and imagine what we hope to achieve” (Irwin & Cosson, 2004, p. 10). I am 




the research. I’ve always felt that I reside in the borderlands not wanting to be boxed into 
a label and this methodology perfectly aligns with that. I can take all of my personal and 
professional experiences and relationships and meld them together into a meaningful 
research process. It is through living inquiry that I am able to become the artist, 
researcher, and subject. “To live the life of an artist who is also a researcher and teacher 
is to live a life of awareness, a life that permits openness to the complexity around us, a 
life that intentionally sets out to perceive things differently” (Irwin & Cosson, 2004, p. 
33). My casual approach to a sensitive topic like death, is in part, because I am open to 
that complexity. I can see things from a different perspective and hope to create that 
openness with others.  
Methods and Tools 
My research process has been ever changing and has included a variety of data 
collection types. I discovered through the course of my journey that arts-based is not 
necessarily linear or static but it can embrace the randomness of thought. “We 
characterize teaching as a form of creative expression-characterized as multimodal, 
nonlinear, and multidimensional” (Irwin & Cosson, 2004, p.45). Once I adopted that 
mindset I was able to read, research, create art, and reflect in a cycle. Mind-maps, 
informal surveys, observations, notes, visual journals, personal belongings catalog, art-
making are methods of data collection that were used in my research.  
Procedure 
Many of my research methods were ongoing throughout the duration of this 
research project.  However, I allotted a month to complete a personal belongings catalog 




I collected data in a multitude of locations but primarily in my own home. Outside 
data collection occurred as I took notes during observations of auctions and estate sales. I 
reached out via social media to conduct an informal survey about what we leave behind 
and what we take with us when we die.  Cataloging and reflecting on my personal 
belongings within my own home was a large part of the data collection process. As a 
working artist I am continually making and reflecting on my work. Thus, the system of 
reflection as data already plays a large role in my practice. 
Because I am using myself and my work as a primary source of data, the results 
could be skewed based on personal biases. Therefore it is important that the data be used 
carefully as to not assume the beliefs of others should align with mine.   
Participants 
 My research primarily focuses on myself, as an artist, and as a participant in 
addition to my general observations of other people. I did not need to obtain an IRB as I 
am not using other human subjects beyond my personal experiences with them and my 
personal perspective of those interactions.  
Mind Map 
Most crucial to the beginning of my research and data collection was the creation 
of a mind map (see Fig 18). A mind map is a graphic organizing tool that helps to 
brainstorm ideas and find connections amongst those ideas. At the center of the mind 
map 




the deceased and their personal effects.” From that central theme I was able to break 
down the topic into smaller sub-topics and make connections. The mind map grew over 














Without it, I think that my research would be flat, would lack rhizomes, and connections. 
“For maps have only middles, with no beginnings and endings- they are always 
becoming” (Irwin & Cosson, 2004, p. 71). Rhizomes connect any point to any other 
point. Rhizomes drive my process as they are the interstitial spaces between thinking and 
materiality. It is those spaces where my thoughts, research, and making come together.  
 
 





I conducted an informal survey via Facebook using two prompts. Prompt number 
one, “If you died tomorrow what is something you would take to your grave?” Prompt 
number two, “If you died tomorrow what is something that you would leave behind?” I 
kept the survey anonymous in an attempt to get raw, unfiltered responses. Questions were 
left open-ended in hopes that some would respond with concrete concepts and some 
would respond abstractly.  
Visual Journal 
Creating a visual journal helped to clarify my aesthetic interests, many of which 
were later added to the mind map. Julie Lymburner, a long time high school art teacher 
and researcher, also used visual journals in her research. She found the visual journal to 
be invaluable as it allowed her to investigate relevant research questions, outer 
phenomena with inner, and the process allows for her role as teacher, artist, and 
researcher to grow simultaneously (Irwin & Cosson, 2004).  My visual journal included 
everything from small sketches, Xerox copies, transparency copies, maps, sewing, and 






















 Work in my visual journal was a jumping off point for larger artworks early on. I 
created a large scale painting using one of my small studies as the reference. The small 
study was a Xerox copy of a carp spine that was printed on a transparent sheet. That sheet 
was placed on an overhead projector and from that I drew the initial sketch on the canvas 
that was later painted. Although, the painting isn’t directly linked to my thesis question, it 
did help to steer me in a specific aesthetic direction. It is impossible to avoid being 
inspired by other artists, even if it is on a subconscious level, as we are continually 
bombarded by images through social media. However, the goal of my visual journal is to 
focus less on the aesthetics of other artists and to focus on my own aesthetic development 



























In addition to the visual journal, and in keeping with my found object theme, I 
modified a vintage medical folder to house pertinent articles, notes, and other documents 
(see Fig. 21). I used this folder as a central location for information on the topic of 
























A large part of my process as an artist is the observation of the material things 
around us. Thus, observation plays a large role in terms of my research methods. I  
compiled extensive notes from local auctions, many of which are estate auctions for the 
recently deceased. The notes include a variety of information including what the items 
sell for, who is purchasing, who is observing, what items seem to garner the most 
attention, and so on. Personal experiences with death and what we leave behind is 
influential on the work I create.  
Personal Belongings Catalog 
 I like to think of myself as a collector, others would say I’m a hoarder, but 
nonetheless I have amassed a lot of items over my 36 years on earth. As a means of data 
collection, I created an extensive catalog of my personal belongings using an instant 
camera. I identified basic categories for my things during the initial cataloging. Polaroids 
of the objects were sorted into one of the following categories: thrift, gift, auction, retail, 
made (see Fig 22).  Then I scored each item by using three different criteria. The first 
criteria was the object’s ability to biodegrade.  The second criteria is the sentimental 
value it holds for me. And, the final criteria is the current monetary value of the object. I 
only selected 10-15 objects per room to use as a sample set rather than document every 




















Artwork Creation  
As I sorted through my belongings and reflected on my own mortality and 
eventual death, I was inspired to create several pieces of art. I created many mixed-media 
pieces, paintings, and a stop-motion animation. I will reflect on these artworks for 
additional data.  
Data Analysis Plan 
 
 All data collected was analyzed based on importance and lasting impact, 
particularly when I was cataloging my personal belongings. As I scored each item I had 
to ask myself where it stood on the scale. Was it even worth having? Would I be sad to 
let it go? The survey gave me insight into what others deemed important in life as they 
reflect on their eventual death. The auction observations were also a window into what 








others value. But perhaps most importantly, I analyzed my artworks based on its inherent 
qualities and impact it could potentially have on viewers. 
 What I gained from the auction and estate sale observations was glimpse into 
what kinds of objects people are willing to pay large sums of money to obtain. I am also 
curious if they are purchasing these items for their personal collection or if they are a 
collector hoping to make a profit after selling it to the next person. I compare my 
purchases with others. Is my budget the main deciding factor or would I bid on the same 
objects regardless of my financial status? Through observations, reflections, and surveys 
I was able to learn what other people value as well as what they hope happens when they 
pass. 
 Because I was more or less the sole participant in this research, my results were 
very personal and therefore do not apply to everyone. Additionally it is a tricky subject to 
focus on as death is not something most people want to talk or think about. However, I 
found that most people, if approached in the right way, are open to talking about their 
dying wishes. More candid responses were achieved with the anonymous survey as they 











Initial Data Analysis 
 I’m not sure that I will ever be “done” collecting data as I am living the research, 
but what I have accomplished thus far has been of value. Much of my data collection has 
consisted of making art in response to the things I have been researching and reading. 
However, I wanted to feel like I was literally collecting information which is why I gave 
myself the task of cataloging all of my belongings.  In keeping with my aesthetic and 
material interests, I used an instant camera to capture photos of all of my belongings. 
Those photos were then attached to a library card that will eventually have a 















The gathering of those supplies was not meant to be part of the data but I found 
that it was revealing in terms of who I am as a researcher and artist. I asked our school 
librarian if she had an old card catalog or library cards she could spare. She wasn’t able to 
find blank cards but did give me a stack of old ones that had been typed up many years 
ago. From those old cards I was able to find the obscure library supply website where I 
ordered new catalog and library cards to use for my personal belongings catalog. My love 
of outdated and obscure technologies is evident. Once the supplies were obtained I started 
the process of going from room to room and making an inventory of my things.  
Personal Cataloging Findings 
 In total, I created 133 library cards that consisted of a photo of an object(s) and 
listed an identified main category of either thrift, art, gift, auction, or retail. Thrift items 
were items I purchased either at a thrift store, garage sale, or from an individual. Gift 
items were given to me, often times by students. Auction items were personally 
purchased at an auction or estate sale. Retail items were purchased by from a store or 
online. Lastly, made objects were created with my own hands, most often artwork. The 
card also contained a score based off of the three value criteria. The three scoring criteria 
were biodegradability, sentimental value, and current monetary value. Although there are 
133 cards, there are more individual items. I found it difficult to document every item 
alone and therefore some items were grouped together. Obviously, this affects the results 
to a certain degree but because I am not conducting rigid scientific research it is sufficient 






Perceived Value of Objects 
 From this personal cataloging data I was able to learn more about myself as an 
artist, researcher, and teacher. As I added up value of items and averaged them across 
their assigned category I was able to see what types of things I value most. Art was the 
highest category with an average value score of three. Retail was the second highest 
category at 2.9 which I attribute to the monetary value of things like my vehicle which 
brings the entire average up. Third highest category was gifts with a score of two and a 
half. I had expected the gift category to be higher. However, most objects I have received 
as gifts, like skulls, have no real monetary value and therefore the overall average is 
brought down. The auction category came in at 1.83 and lastly thrift at 1.79.  
As I sorted through my things I found that I was purging items. I was surprised by 
how many objects held little meaning to me. I made piles and sold various items on 
Facebook, donated others, and dragged bag after bag to a consignment store. The fact that 
I was taking the time to sift through objects allowed me the ability to assess what was 
really important. There was one category of things that I didn’t even consider purging 
and that was art. This was eye-opening as I have never felt that attached to my art. In fact, 
I have been known to leave artwork at shows never to see it again. Perhaps my 
attachment was less sentimental and just boiled down to the fact that I didn’t think I could 
sell it but also didn’t think I should just go in the trash bin.  
I am not going to spend much time discussing the retail category of things except 
to say that was the easiest category of things to purge from. From the start of this 




the Facebook Marketplace. So, although those items hold monetary value, I have little to 
no trouble letting them go.  
The most unexpected result of the personal belongings catalog was seeing how 
many gifts I have received as well as how high I scored them in terms of value. When 
most people think of gift items they probably think of a tchotchke, or a vanilla candle, but 
the gifts I receive are different. Skeletons, skulls, and mannequin heads are among some 
of the gifts I have received. A student gifted me three complete coyote skeletons this year 
that had been buried in their backyard. Another student gifted me a mannequin head from 
her dead aunt’s estate. Kelly Scott, a member of my master’s cohort, mailed me a bag full 
of her old Invaslign retainers. From that data it was made apparent that people know me. 
So well in fact that they know exactly what would be the perfect gift for me: Dead things. 
Obscure things. Dental things. 
The auction and thrift categories scored lowest. I have no clear indication as to 
why but it has certainly made me reflect on and rethink some of my purchases. I do think 
the objects in these categories have value but often times the value lies in the potential of 
the object. For instance, there are many vintage books that I have acquired purely for the 
purpose of eventually using the pages in artwork. Therefore, in its current state it has 
little value but once made into art the value will go up.  
In the midst of this process I stumbled upon a Facebook post about “Swedish 
Death Cleaning.” In essence, it is the concept of going through your items and deciding 
whether you would want to burden your loved ones with that object should you die. 




burden my family with all of my stuff but I also don’t want to live my life completely 
void of things that I personally value. 
 And so, as I thought about the lasting impact my items would have on the world 
and those around me, I realized that the things I hold most near and dear are the organic 
items that will eventually break down. Monetary value holds little significance to me. I 
would much rather have something gathered from the earth or that was made with my 
own two hands.    
Auction Observation Analysis 
 Taking detailed notes at auctions and estate sales made it easy to analyze that 
particular data. In the past I was relying on my memory of the day which was likely 
clouded by auction euphoria. There were two auctions on back to back weekends in 
Julesburg this past spring which gave me the opportunity to compare two different 
atmospheres in a close time frame. The easiest way to take notes on the fly was by using 
the notes app on my phone. The notes were later converted into a document. I took notes 
on everything from the price of items to the types of people in the crowd.  
The first of these two auctions was a high roller auction. Items were going for 
anywhere between $500 to $4,000. A ball and chain sold for $300 that day. Needless to 
say, I went home with nothing. It was apparent to me that this auction was full of dealers. 
I knew this partly because of the high bidding and partly because I recognized few faces 




The second of these two auctions had a much different demographic than the first. 
In my notes I wrote, “Bunch of old dudes with their little lap dogs.” The auctioneers ran 
two rings that day in order to get through everything. Things went cheap that day. Lee 
Kizer, a well-known local, purchased a Model T to add to his collection at the Old Ford 
Garage. You could tell that the older gentlemen and their lap dogs were there either for 
the cheap stuff or for the stuff they truly wanted. Very few dealers were in the house that 
day (see Fig. 24). 
 
 
Survey Results - Nothing More than a Ruined Mattress 
 
The informal survey I conducted via Facebook helped to conceptually link the 
existence of belongings with the existence of our living bodies. Although the questions 




were left open-ended to get every kind of response, many of them responded with 
answers that included objects.  
Prompt number one, “If you died tomorrow what is something you would take to 
your grave?” One participant answered this question with, “I would take my baby blanket 
and my phone.” Did they think they would be texting from the grave? 
Prompt number two, “If you died tomorrow what is something that you would 
leave behind?” One response to the second prompt was, “Nothing more than a ruined 
mattress.” I interpret this as a way to say they had nothing of value in life.  
It was a small survey with only 20 participants so it is difficult to put much weight 
on it, but generally people responded in a way that suggests their life was wasted. 
Perhaps the nature of the questions attributes to this, but very few people responded 
positively. Nearly all responses were negative or self-loathing.  
I hope I leave behind more than a ruined mattress. 
Medical Folder/Notes 
I have always used a visual journal as a way to sort through my visual language 
but the modified medical folder I created was used to both generate and store ideas. I also 
used the folder as a way to explore body disposition options that are time relevant. One 
such example of this is the legalization of natural organic reduction of humans in 
Washington State. I would print, highlight, and take notes on articles about that kind of 
news.  
Currently, tucked inside are the pages of a Body Donation Packet for the Forensic 
Investigation Research Station. Through my research I discovered there is a body farm in 




to have my remains donated there when I pass away. I have discussed this with anyone 
who is willing to listen, including family, friends, and students. Essentially, I am having 
open conversations about my dying wishes in hopes that others will follow suit. 
Unfortunately, I live outside of the program’s distance boundary and in order to be 
donated I will need to arrange transportation of my body to Grand Junction. Although 
those who I discuss this with wholeheartedly believe that is where I want my corpse to 
go, they don’t take me as serious when I ask if they will drive me there. In order to truly 
make this dream happen it is going to require more research and a lot more planning. 
Artwork Creation and Reflection 
Extensive Dental Work 
One recent auction purchase was a set of antique dental molds and three 
publications of “The Dental Student.” Teeth and dental themes are something that appear 
repeatedly in my personal object collection as well as in my art. I created Extensive 
Dental Work using a variety of media in response to the constant imagery of teeth when 
reading about death and the body identification process. In the background is a block 
print of repeated teeth. Layered on top of that is stitching technique that I developed by 
chance using a sewing machine that creates an almost brace-like pattern some areas are 

























The chaos and seeming haphazard nature of this piece is purposeful. It is 
successful in creating areas of visual rest and areas of visual unrest. Much like our lives 




that are constantly being unraveled only to become calm again, the thread is layered and 
knotted in areas and spread into even stitches in others. This piece also seems to illustrate 
the way my brain works. The medical and dental theme is coupled with bright colors 
which has been a theme in my work for some time now. It is possible to make work about 
death without being dark or Victorian in style like I so often see. My personality is 
colorful as is my art, regardless if it is about clowns (never done art about clowns before) 
or if it is about identifying a dead body using dental records.  
 The three panels seen in Extensive Dental Work were part of a larger group of 
panels that were also used in creating a stop-motion animation film titled Mitosis/Meiosis 
(see Fig. 26). In contrast to Extensive Dental Work, Mitosis/Meiosis is more about life 
than it is about death. Like the title suggests, it is about cell division and reproduction, or 
in other words, creating life. You can’t have one without the other. Life and death are 













Colorful, bold, vibrant, and chaotic. There are small clues of darkness, like the black 
 snake-like figures that appear near the end of the video. These figures were inspired 
by the chorus in a song called “The Hearse Song.” The chorus line goes, “the worms 
come in, the worms come out.” The song as a whole is about human burial and 
decomposition as is parts of my video. But it is done in such a way that one may be 
fooled into thinking it is just an upbeat video with bright colors.  
Green Ash 
I had the opportunity to participate in two different Artist-in-residence programs 
during the past year. The first was in July 2018 at Cedar Point Biological Field Station at 
Lake Ogallala, Nebraska. This residency took place side-by-side with biologists and 
researchers. Although I am not using them as formal participants in my research, much of 
my insights were gained from my interactions with the biologists. While there I gathered 
bones, grasses, and flowers that were used to create cyanotype prints that were cut up and 
reassembled. A year earlier, I had taken a photo of an unknown species of tree and had it 
printed as a black and white engineer print. While at Cedar Point I asked the head 
biologist what kind of tree was in the photo and he immediately identified it as a Green 
Ash tree which is also a native tree of the Lake Ogallala area. I used the engineer print as 
a background to a mixed media collage that included fabric and paper (see Fig. 27). On 






















an open studio where UNL biology students could view our art. Because of their 
background in biology they were asking thought-provoking questions from a scientific 
angle which I appreciated. They of course asked what the meaning of the piece was and I 
was able to answer without skipping a beat. The piece is about the eventual decay of 
organic matter. Like green ash trees humans are organic matter. Therefore if left to nature 
we will decay, becoming part of the earth again and eventually the geological record. 
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.   





The second residency was in March of 2019 in Seaview, Washington at the 
Sou’Wester artist residency program. This residency was far less structured but allowed 
me to explore and experience a new ecosystem, the ocean. My cabin was within walking 
distance of the coast and in some ways I see the wildlife and the landscape as a 
participant in my research. There was a whale vertebrae hanging on the wall of my cabin 
and an entire whale spine was on display near the beach (see Fig. 28). Being face-to-face 
with the massive whale spine after collecting carp spines for so long, felt like I had come 
full-circle osteologically speaking. Additionally, I was confronted daily by death as I 












During my Sou’wester residency I didn’t create as much art as I had anticipated. 
However, I think the experience was valuable in other ways. I spent a lot of time in 




nature exploring the beaches and landscapes. I took a lot of photos to use for future 
references and inspiration. But more importantly, I was able to slow down and self-
reflect, which I think is a crucial part of being an artist. It allowed me to sort through 
some of the emotional junk and focus on what is most important in my life. Each day that 
I went to the beach I would take a little notebook/sketchbook that I had made using old 
library catalog cards. I wrote short journal entries, drew small quick sketches, and 
collected broken sand dollars (see Fig. 29). My time at the residency was really about the 











When I Die, Bury Me in This 
I was inspired to create an art piece that is directly linked to the concepts of the 
available alternative body disposition practices. The artwork is aptly titled When I Die 
Bury Me In This (see Fig. 29). The piece is made of 100% biodegradable cotton fabric 
and thread. It is my modern take on the traditional burial shroud.  Ideally, I would like to 




research the decomposition time of the burial shroud. It would be most realistic if it were 
to shroud actual human remains. I reached out to the Colorado Mesa University's 
Forensic Investigation Research Station to see if there is a possibility of partnering with 
them. Their body farm, in Grand Junction, Colorado uses donated cadavers to research 















As an artwork it had the potential to prompt the viewer to start thinking about 
their own death and what kind of legacy they leave behind. I entered my piece, When I 
Die Bury Me In This, in the University of Northern Colorado spring 2019 Student Art 
Show in and attempt to start the conversation. The piece was selected for the show, but I 




wasn’t able to observe or engage in conversations personally with patrons. However, my 
observations from afar were telling. Most visitors avoided the shroud, unsure of what it 
was. Being displayed on a concrete floor may seem counterintuitive for art but this was a 
decision made very deliberately to mimic that nature of burial. People were actively 
avoiding my burial shroud in the art gallery much like they are careful not to walk on 
graves in a cemetery. Death is not an easy thing to think about or to talk about.  
The Death Positive Movement’s main goal is to make the topic of our imminent 
death easier to address. One of the tenets of the Death Positive Movements is, “I believe 
that the culture of silence around death should be broken through discussion, gatherings, 
art, innovation, and scholarship” (Death positive, n.d. para.1). I aim to break the silence 
through my art practice and feel that creating works like the burial shroud is a good 









CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 The data collection and analysis process of my research revealed many repeated 
themes and concepts. These helped to identify who I am as a researcher, artist, and 
teacher. Many of the findings were surprising while others were expected. Nonetheless, 
the lenses through which I collected and analyzed the data helped make sense of what 
motivates me to create the work I do.   
My initial research consisted of a literature review on the topic of death and 
decomposition. As I started to move into a more personal aspect of the research through 
my personal belongings catalog and inventory, I found that I am seeking ways to cope 
with eventual death. I think I am finding comfort in the stories that our objects tell.  
The Provenance of Everyday Objects 
 A prominent theme I found in my research is my need to document and archive 
objects and in turn the stories that the object holds. Not only am I trying to document the 
object in its current state and ownership, but also its past. The provenance of the object is 
important to me. The term provenance by definition is a record of ownership usually used 
in the museum world to authenticate a piece. By no means do my personal effects belong 
in a museum, but the stories they tell are valuable and thus I like to keep a mental 
provenance. When people ask me where I got a certain item, nine times out of ten, I will 
have a lengthy story about when and where I obtained an object. In my case, many of my 




record of the chain of custody. “Oh these bones? My student brought me three bags of 
coyote bones! Aren’t they cool?”  
 Another theme I found through the data collection was that people attach 
ownership of objects to being alive. When I asked them about what they would take with 
them and leave behind when they die most people would respond with an object as an 
answer. Obviously, you don’t need your cell phone in the grave so why do they want to 
take that to their grave? Does it make them feel better about being dead?  Conversely, are 
they really only leaving a ruined mattress behind?  
What Happens To Our Bodies When We Die? What  
Happens To Our Stuff? 
 
 As I began the research process, I was interested in the science of death. What 
happens to our bodies when we die? I found that there are a multitude of different 
possibilities but more importantly discovered a variety of different ways in which our 
bodies can be disposed of after we pass. Human decomposition is heavily researched and 
because of that research we are able to better estimate times of death in homicides and 
other unknown cause deaths. The work done at human decomposition research centers 
has greatly impacted the field of forensics and made solving crimes easier. Body 
disposition is not limited to the standard cremation or casket burial but can include 
everything from human composting to being buried in a suit of mushrooms. These 
alternative body disposition processes harness the power of nature and use it to speed the 
decomposition process instead of hindering or slowing it the way that embalming a body 
does.  
 Through that initial research I discovered the field of taphonomy which in essence 




fossilized. In addition to the science of death, I was interested in exploring what happens 
to our personal effects when we pass. Taphonomy served as a scientific stand-in for the 
metaphor of our belongings and how they are dispersed and the meaning decays after our 
death. I found that I value objects for very personal reasons. Observing others, in 
particular those at estate sales and auctions, I saw that everyone assigns value differently. 
Often times when I am bidding on an object at an auction I get funny looks as no one 
understands why I want that item so badly like the day that I was aggressively bidding on 
a foot bone model. 
Teaching Practice Impacts 
 
 As an arts-based research project my focus was primarily on my practice as an 
artist. However, I have already seen how my work has impacted me as a teacher. As 
educators we have the ability to expand the possibilities for our students. I teach in a very 
small rural Colorado district which can limit the students’ world view. Although I teach 
visual art, I think my biggest task is to help facilitate learning far beyond art conventions. 
My classroom often doubled as a work space while I was working on my burial shroud 
piece. The mere presence of the fabric pile prompted a lot of questions and subsequent 
conversations with my students about death and where our body can go. The students saw 
my passion and interest in the topic which I think fosters the notion of finding true 
meaning in your art. Creating meaningful artwork is often a struggle for high school 
students and I want to foster meaning making within my classroom. I want them to find 






Art for Art’s Sake vs. Utilitarian Objects 
Using organic and natural material had already started to filter into my personal 
work. After the process of going through my items and categorizing them based on where 
they were acquired as well as their life span on earth, the idea of adding to the piles and 
piles of garbage in the world is overwhelming. Recently, I have started to experiment 
with using natural dyes, in particular turmeric, in an attempt to create truly natural and 
biodegradable fabric for use in burial shrouds. 
Using that newfound interested I had an opportunity to teach an indigo and 
turmeric dying class at a Gifted & Talented camp in Allenspark, Colorado. The theme of 
the camp was how we can make the world a better place and in particular how can we 
protect our natural resources. Driven by that theme I wanted to research the impacts of 
the fashion industry on the environment. I was shocked to see the statistics about how 
much water it takes to create cotton. According to curiosity.com it takes 713 gallons of 
water to produce enough cotton to create one t-shirt (“It takes 2,700 liters,” 2016).   
Although I want to continue to use natural fibers like cotton for their 
biodegradability, I am concerned about the amount of water it takes to create the fabric. 
Because of this concern, I feel that any work I create using cotton should have a purpose 
aside from being art for art’s sake. I want to create more burial shrouds and have plans to 
start making shrouds specifically for pets. I will apply both my interests in alternative 
burial options and my interest in using natural materials to my art practice but also to 
more utilitarian objects. I’ve already started to sew zipper pouches using repurposed and 







Curator of Oddities and Misfits 
I am reminded of Wes Anderson’s curatorship at the Kunsthistorisches Museum 
in Vienna. The exhibit, “Spitzmaus Mummy in a Coffin and other Treasures,” was on 
display from November 6, 2018 through April 28, 2019 and was curated by Anderson 
and his wife. They selected artifacts from the museums 14 different collections that hold 
some 4.5 million pieces. They selected the overlooked and oddities amongst the museum 
pieces for the special exhibit. The exhibit was quirky and referred to as a show about 
misfits. Items from different time periods were mixed and all pieces were displayed in 
typical Anderson fashion (Brown, 2018). I have a strong aesthetic connection to his films 
and now I have a connection to his work as a curator of oddities. Anderson’s and 
Bogarins’ aesthetics share similar qualities, many of which my work also shares. I see the 
connection between their artwork, my artwork, and museum cataloging and displaying 
conventions.  
I am enrolled in a second master’s program at Western Colorado University. The 
MGES, or Masters in Gallery Management and Exhibitions Specialization, program 
focuses on museum and gallery work. Although I have always had an interest in 
museums, my involvement in this field has heightened my interest in mixing my work as 
an artist with my work as a curator. 
I think there is potential to marry my interests in death, archiving, and museum 
studies into an exhibit. Additionally, I have ideas about how I could create a large piece 
that illustrates the chain of custody, or provenance, of a personal object including 





 In relation to taphonomy, there is a term referred to as death assemblages. 
Organisms that did not share an ecosystem in life are brought together after death, most 
commonly from ocean currents are called death assemblages. This concept also ties many 
of my interests together including art assemblages. In the future I can envision a work 
that combines seemingly unrelated items together in my own version of a death 
assemblage.  
Personal Impact of Research 
 My research had an unexpected profound personal impact. Not only did it impact 
me as an artist and teacher, it has impacted my life as a whole. The research opened my 
eyes to the unnecessary clutter in my life both literally and figuratively. Through the 
process I have already begun to purge items that hold little to no meaning to me. I have 
also begun to sort through the emotional clutter as I think more and more about my 
eventual death. The process has put many things in perspective.   
Am I an Archivist or an Artist? 
 This research prompted more questions than it answered. I am not sure I will ever 
complete the research or the data collection and I think that is okay. A side effect of 
living the research is that the data collection will follow me as long as I am living. It did 
help to identify traits of my practice. 
 Everything I do is in an attempt to save, archive, document, and catalog the 
obscure and old. As a child after I painstakingly rearrange my bedroom using a scaled 
graph paper drawing, I would then document the current state of my bedroom using a 




cats, to my nieces, to every place I have ever visited, to the green mossy sludge I see at 
the river. Am I an archivist or an artist? I wonder if I archive out of fear for lost meaning 
in objects. Do I feel bad for the lost and forgotten items? Am I afraid I will forget like my 
aunt Karen did? Do I buy them to give them a second life? Do I value objects too much? 
Based on the research, what do I truly want done with my body when I die? What do my 
parents want? Through the research I found that I am grappling with my own mortality 
while trying save objects from their own untimely “death.” As I continue my work as an 
artist, teacher, and researcher I will continue to focus on the “death” of objects in relation 
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